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Deltascape guide ffxiv

Quick guide to these levels of normal hardship raidHello there! This guide is a quick and easy rundown of bosses you'll face in the 4.0 raid Omega: Deltascape NORMAL. I repeat, this is normal! But mostly I know why you're here, you don't want to be scary, that guy. I'm free to comment on everything I've
missed, or things that don't clear me. Some of them ended up too fast, or some obscure mechanics that were maybe mocking I didn't/couldn't consider. Minor spoilers for bosses' names. Although I doubt that people who read this specific guide would really care about it. Here! The son of our maker! –
Mahikotron 4.0Omega 1N (Alte Roite?) SKINNY DRAGONPREVENTS the fiery balls, eventually pulsates for damage, too fast to avoid. Wind skills interact with balls. Predict their movement. Be careful with the ice floor's slippery shiva effect. AKA Moving you slipping over. Twinbolt is a double tank buster.
(Hits 1st and 2nd aggro?) Nothing truly wipe worthy here, just the usual dodger mcdodge. Omega 2N (Disaster) EYEBALlLike Lakshmi Extreme you have the skill of duty, Levitate. Levitate determines which mechanics you can deal with or avoid. Sinking Black Earth: Levitate or Diegravity Manipulation:
The guy gets to stack with me arrows. Fly or stay on the ground depending on his condition. Yellow AoE: flying guys will be petrifiedBlue AoE: earthy guys will be petrifiedHow do I avoid the yellow/blue combination? Somewhere there is a safe place (middle or side, depending) or one will expire before the
other. Tentacles? They're a little vague. Just AVOID those with a illuminated marker, they release a great AoE.While there's a lot of mechanics it's super forgiving. The only way to really fail is to cascade the failed mechanics of most attacks. Omega 3N (Halicarnassus) jestergrillHere a lot happens. It's
pretty fun. A LOT OF AVOIDANCE. Ribbit makes you a frog. There's no telegraph, but it's a big cone from where it's facing. The Queen's Waltz (?): Stay on the tiles of bright color. Floor tiles with symbols: Stay on your symbol as a tank healer or DPS. If it is a symbol of a frog – it was deliberately hit with
ribbit. There are a lot more combinations of mechanics that you will see within the fight, but apart from the above skills, it's just a lot of avoidance. Omega 4N (Exdeath) 2 Year Old's diagram knight***I'm obviously blind and it's all ELEMENT III - but you have to look out for clues about which one is which.
Please comment to clarify ***Thunder II : OUT. It's a big circular AoE from him without a telegraph. Thunder III: Is a tank buster with stacking vulnerabilities. Don't be more than three, I guess... If you're worried, just get out when it's thunder! Fire III: Take more damage as more action do until debuff
expires. Blizzard III: MOVE AS THE CAST ENDS – you'll get vuln up if you don't. (As a reminder, think of it as you don't want to cool down too much, so you're moving). Fire II and Blizzard II are a typical AoE dodge. Failure too many of them result in severe vulnerability stacks. Phase 2GIANT HEAD: Get
out of where it's turned. It's a pretty significant cone that stems from... So... where it's facing. Decisive battle: Star (tentacles), one of the extreme edges is safe. THERE IS A KNOCKBACK SKILL THAT I FORGET, SO AS NOT TO STAY TOO CLOSE TO THE EDGES. Fire, Thunder and Blizzard continue
at this stage. Loot &amp; RewardsI will publish a simplified list of prey in terms of equipment you can replace - but for now... The following is the usual distribution of tokens: Normal difficulty Distributing prey1ChainPedalBolt2LensPedalBolt3LensSpringCrank4ShaftSpringCrankLimited at one per turn per
week (No restrictions after some patches). The fourth piece of prey is also randomly selected between possible three. Also, Exdeath has a chance (or is it safe?) to drop the minion, Wind-up Exdeath.Welp, that's all. I hope I helped you not be that guy. Don't forget to love us on Facebook for more updates!
expand_more healers need to closely monitor the piles of vulnerabilities on the group - this can make the damage very difficult to deal with. The fog of the telegraph around the edge of the arena indicates that thin ice is about to cover the arena in ice - all players should stop moving. The classic elements
can be irresistible - players should slip into the centre after Downburst knocked them down to avoid the Fireballs. The second time the Classic Elements are thrown, players should position themselves between the Fireballs so that when downburst is thrown, the Fireballs in the middle of the room are
pushed away from them. These attacks will be repeated with increased complexity as the fighting progresses. Attack Script Wyrmtail Flame &amp; Fire Orbs Roar Breathwing Twin Bolt Clamp Thin Ice Levin Bolt Blaze Classic Elements Charybdis expand_more Wyrmtail Important Notes: This attack
targets the primary target threat for moderate damage. expand_more Flame &amp; Fire Orbs Flame Healer Raid Wide AoE This attack hits for widespread damage. Fire Balls Every Mechanic Circular AoE Immediately after the flames, the boss will spawn one of the many samples of fireballs. These balls
start small, and then grow when they want to explode - their explosions result in circular E's that give the vulnerability stacking to debuffs. These balls can be moved by both breathing and Downburst - be aware of where they are at all times. expand_more Roar Important Notes: This attack hits the group
for wide-ranging damage raids - healers should look out for players with heaps of debuff vulnerabilities. expand_more breathing all raid wide AoE Knockback important notes: Boss Move to one side of the platform and hit the arena with AoE that knocks back both players and Fire Orbs. Players should
move next to the boss to avoid unnecessary complications. expand_more Twin Bolt Tank Healer Tankbuster Mechanic Important Notes: This attack targets the main tank and the player who is physically closest to them. Off tanks can ensure they get hit by holding on to the main tank during the cast.
expand_more Clamp Important Notes: This attack sets the AoE column from the front of the boss - avoid as needed. expand_more Thin Ice Important Notes: This attack is a telegraph ring of fog around the edge of the arena. After a while the arena will turn to ice and all players have to stop moving.
Moving while the platform is icy will cause the player to slide a short distance - it can complicate future mechanics to avoid if you are not positioned correctly. expand_more Levin Bolt Everyone Marker Puddle AoE Important Notes: Players will be marked with purple markers and drop lightning AoE
puddles where they stand. Players should keep their distance from each other to avoid overlapping. expand_more Blaze Important Notes: One player will be marked with an orange marker stack - all players need to get along to soak up the damage. expand_more The Classical Elements Fire Orbs
Everyone Mechanic Circular AoE These balls start small, and then grow when they explode - their explosions result in circular E's that give the vulnerability stacking to debuffs. These balls will be moved downburst - be aware of where they are at all times. Thin Ice Everyone Mechanic This attack is a
telegraph ring of fog around the edge of the arena. After a while the arena will turn to ice and all players have to stop moving. Moving while the platform is icy will cause the player to slide a short distance. Downburst Everyone Circular AoE Knockback This attack places a large tornado in the center of the
arena that will kill the players if it hits them. All players will be knocked back towards the edge of the arena. Levin Bolt Everyone Marker Circular AoE Players will be marked with purple markers and drop lightning AoE puddles where they stand. Players should keep their distance from each other to avoid
overlapping. expand_more Charybdis Important Notes: This attack takes all players to 1HP - healers must immediately restore the health of all players. The boss will often follow this attack with the Roar. expand_more This boss uses a new mechanic in which attacks can hit 1 out of 2 'levels'. The quake,
the etheral rift, the gravitational explosion and certain versions of Antilight (Black AoEs) hit the players at ground level. Gravitational explosion and certain versions of Antilight (White AoEs) can hit levitate players (Upper Level). When Antilight is thrown with black and white AoEs, all players should run to
the center arena where there is a small safe zone on the ground floor. Players should stay away from fleshy member adds with eyeball markers above them. Duty Action: Levitate Players can activate their Levitat ability to rise from the floor, allowing them to avoid certain mechanics. Players who levitate
have no way to return to the ground other than the head of attack 100 Gs - be very careful when using this ability. Attack Script Tremblor Earthquake 100 Gs Evilsphere Aetherial Rift Gravitational Explosion Paranormal Wave Maniacle Probe &amp; Epicenter Antilight &amp; Demon's Gaze Antilight
Maniacle Probe &amp; Epicenter -100 Gs Gravitational Wave Antilight &amp; Aetherial Rift Maniacle Probe &amp; Epicenter Antilight &amp; Earthquake expand_more Tremblor Important Notes: This strikes for a moderate attack of wide damage – treat as needed. expand_more concussion all duty
action raid wide AoE important notes: This attack strikes for high raid wide damage and will give players stacking vulnerabilities to debuff if hit. Use your duty action to avoid this attack. expand_more 100 Gs Important Notes: This attack pulls all players who levitate back to earth. During normal Antilight,
the boss will use this attack to pull players back to earth, making the only safe zones available. expand_more Evilsphere Important Notes: This attack affects the tank for moderate damage - treat and cool as needed. expand_more Aetherial Rift Everyone Duty Action Area AoE Important Notes: This attack
covers the floor in a purple AoE that will slowly drag players into the ground, killing them if successful. Players should use their duty action to avoid it. expand_more gravitational explosion important notes: This attack will mark 1 player with an orange stack marker. Beware - all players must be at the same
level to share the damage - if the player levitates, all other players should also levitate using their Duty Action. expand_more Paranormal Wave Important notes: This attack strikes hard and has no outflow - tanks should face the boss away from the group at all times. expand_more Maniacal Probe &amp;
Epicenter Maniacal Probe Everyone Spawn The boss will begin this combination with Spawn 4 Fleshy Member adds. Each tent will be marked with a marker of the eyeball - this marker indicates which of the tentacles will hit the Epicenter. Epicentre All Mechanic Circular AoE This attack is a large circular
AoE – players should run to Fleshy Member adds that they do not have eyeball markers. Every time the boss spawns meaty members, they'll all start with eyeball markers. For the first cast, the markers will disappear until 1 tentacle is left - it is a tentacle that will throw the Epicenter. Second lineup, 2
tentacles will throw epic. Third cast, three tentacles will throw epicer. expand_more antilight antilight everyone duty action circular AoE petrospheres are balls that strike with large circular AOEs at TLA level. Powerful petrospheres are white balls that hit large circular AOEs on the UPPER level. A regular
version of this attack sets samples of both types - the only safe zone is at the SOIL level at the very center of the arena. The boss will throw 100 Gs during this attack and pull all the leviticus players to the ground. Antilight &amp; Demon's Gaze Everyone Duty Action Mechanic Circular AoE Gaze This
version of the attack combines The Petrosphere (Black Orbs, Ground Level) with attack views. Players should levitate and face the boss to avoid petriding and stacking vulnerabilities to debuff. Antilight &amp; Aetherial Rift Everyone Duty Action Mechanic Circular AoE Raid Wide AoE This version of the
attack frames Potent Petrospheres (White Orbs, Upper Level) and is followed by the Etheral Rift. Players should wait until the powerful petrospheres explode before using their duty action to lift themselves out of the eary rift. Antilight &amp; Earthquake Everyone Duty Action Mechanic Circular AoE Raid
Wide AoE This version of the attack places potent petrospheres (White balls, Upper level) and follows an earthquake. Players should wait until the powerful petrospheres explode before using their duty action to lift themselves out of the path of the earthquake. expand_more -100 GS All Mechanics Circular
AoE Important Notes: 3 Petrospheres and 3 Powerful Petrospheres will cover the arena. Safe zones are in the north and south. All players should make their way to these safe zones before the boss knocks everyone in the air to avoid being struck. expand_more an important wave: This attack strikes for
high damage - healers keep an eye on this attack. Attack.
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